Discrete series exist. The existence is shown by construction of K-finite elements in the corresponding subspaces of L (G/H) . In Section 8 of [loc. cit.) it was shown by looking at the nonRiemannian isotropic spaces that the construction did not exhaust the discrete series for these spaces, at least for q large compared to p . It is our hope that the present study of these exceptional discrete series for the isotropic spaces may give some hints of how to solve the general problem of construction of all discrete series for G/H .
A recent preprint of Oshima-Matsuki [14] contains very much information on "where to expect" these exceptionel discrete series in general. However the general problem of actual construction of K-finite elements in each representation space seems still open.
We get two off spins of our result: In Section 3 we find a new proof of the minimality of the K-types used in [3] to construct the discrete series for G/H . This proof is simpler than the proof by Schlichtkrull [16] and is also valid for the universal covering space G /H , which was not covered by [l6] , because of the use of results from Vogan-Speh [21] . In Eksaaple 4.8 the computations show that there are examples where a minimal K-type of a discrete series for G/H does not have a KflH-fixed vector. In contrast to what for a long time was the belief of the first auther, cf. [4] . Also non-uniqueness of minimal K-types occurs.
The content of the present paper is as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the necessary notation and prerequisits. In Section 3 we introduce and discuss our proposed integral formula. In Section 4 we turn to the case of rank one and in particular to the isotropic spaces. For these our formula gives the complete answer. In Section 5 we compute explicitly the formulas optained in Section 4.
We want to thank Plesner Jakobsen and Schiichtkrull for many fruitfull discussions concerning the content of the present paper.
M. FLENSTED-JEMSENand K. OKAMOTO § 2. Notation and preliminaries.
Let G be a connected, linear semisimple Lie group contained as a real form in a complex, simply connected Lie Group G^ • Let T be an involution of G and let H s GJ be the identity component of the fixpoints for T . Let X~ = G~/H be the universal covering space of X = G/H . Every connected, simply connected semisimple symmetric space is of the form X s G~/H . For more detailes see Berger
[ l ] , Loos [12] or Fiensted-Jensen [4] .
If X^ is irreducible, then X is one of the following three types (I)
The compact type if G is compact.
(II) The noncompact type if H is compact and G is noncompact.
(Ill) The nonRiemannian type if H in noncompact.
The Killing form induces an invariant metric on X and on X .In case (I) and (II) the metric is Riemannian. In case (III) it is pseudoRiemanninan.
Up to H-conjugacy there is a unique maximal compact subgroup K of G , such that The Rieroannian symmetric spaces are well studied, cf. f.ex. Helgason [6] , [8] and (9] . Our main concern in this paper is the nonRiemannian spaces. However as described below we shall make extensive use of a Rieroannian symmetric space G /H "dual"
to the nonRiemannian space G/H . 1) G is chosen such that the covering map of G onto G is an isomorphism between the analytic subgroi-ps corresponding to h. , the Lie algebra of H . (iii) V is the union of the isotypic components of the minimal K-types in min V , (in the sense of Vogan [20] ). Any ^€v^^ , ^ 4 0 is called a minimal spheri-K 1) cat function for TT . (iv) For X~ = G~/H a discrete series (or more precisely a relative discrete series) is defined as under (i) , but modulo a unitary action of the center of G .
(The modifications needed in this connection are rather obvious. We shall not in the following be completely consistent in always pointing out the necessary reformulations in order to incorporate G~/H into the treatment.) °L The sufficiency of (2.1) is proved in [3] by a simple construction of elements in C'tG/HlOL^G/H) generating irreducible subspaces of L (G/H) . We shall return to this below. The necessity of (2.1) is one of the results in Oshima-Matsuki (14] .
From now on we assume the rank condition (2.1) to be satisfied. Fix a compact C.rtan subspace a = i-t and a positive system ^ of restricted roots for & . A(fe°,-t) -Let A = A(g°,t) and let W^ and W denote the respective Meylc groups.
Let XC-t* be such that We can then choose 2) a positive system A = ^ such that (2.4) <X,a> > 0 for each a€A" .
Let p » P , respectively P^ , be half the sum counted with multiplicity of the x * + roots in A and A^ .
1) Henceforth we shall leave out the word ••restricted-.
2) The number of such choices as X varies is the same as the number of cosets in
The choice of A defines compatible Iwasawa decompositions:
9° « h° + t ^ n° and fe° = (hf\k) + ^ + n where n. s n°nfe° , and c G° » H°TN° and K° « (KnH)TN .
For x€G we write correspondingly
Define also the Iwasawa projection H: G 0 -*^ by H(x) = log(a(x)) or xCB°exp(tt(x))N° , x€G° .
We use this to define (ii) Furthermore any u€U(g^.) can be applied to ^ by applying it to the integrand before the integration. Using the above definition this can be written
c (iii) Whenever well defined using (i) we have
where c(*) is Harish-Chandras c-function corresponding to the Riemannian symmetric space K°/KnH .
Proof: For n€K we write, cf. Section 2,
and find for u€U(g.)
The measure on N is normalized by c From this the proposition follows easily. (ii) C = n"^^0) is the minimal spherical function for T^ corresponding to A A the dominant weight vector.
proof. Let > satisfy the conditions in Proposition 3.1 (i).
Using the notation from the proof of that proposition we find
This proves (iii) whenever ^ is K°-finite, and also that ^ ^ 0 .
in order to ensure using Proposition 3.1 (i), the convergence in 
which is what we need. Thus ^, is well defined and non-zero.
To prove that ^° is K°-finite, we fix any x from G° and look at the function ^-X-p^x^y^ . The integration over N is an intertwining operator taking C into T, « r, (K°/M TN ) , which is defined like C but with the condition
Since u, « (A^p-2pc) satisfies (2.6) the image of this intertwining operator is an irreducible finite dimensional representation of K with dominant weight -uT his finishes the proof of (i) and (iii). It follows now that ^ is well defined, that it is the dominant weight vector of the representation of K generated bŷ
. Therefore (ii) is a consequence of Theorem 2.2. o
Remark. Assume X as in Theorem 3.2. Then we know that T^ is irreducible, and it follows that any iT-finite vector for T^ is of the form u^ , for same u6U (5 ) . By proposition 3.1 (ii) we have
xfcÂ JN
In particular if u commutes with Ad(?^) then
This is the type of integral we want to study. So whenever there is absolute convergence, uniformly over a compact neighbourhood of A and over any compact subset of
^° (x) = e dn , xCG .
A,U JŜ ince g° = n
0^0^0
and n° = n^ we may actually assume that u€U(^) and that u is non-zero modulo (n^U(^) . In other words we can express u using only elements from a basis of n^ .
Let S(n ,J be the complex symmetric algebra over ^ . We now try to define a linear functional T on C by
We have using (3.3)
The proof of convergence of the integral defining the c-f unction, cf. the proof of Before we go to the proof, we establish the following lemma. and as such it must contain a function, which is non-zero at the point eH). Returo ning again to the proof of (ii) we may assume that E_ ^-is such a K -type. But then u^ I . y. " 0 , such that u~€ t , also "1 Matsuki [14] , and our proof is much in the same spirit as the proof in [14] .
(d). Corollary 3.7 clearly gives an upper bound on the multiplicity of any K -type -u^ in any discrete series representations for G /H contained in n-^).
(e). Let £ 000 denote the set of K°-finite functions in E° , which are Poisson X " transforms of hyperfunctions supported on 0 . It follows from [14] that n {t\ ) c n tt^ ) c L^ -^E 00 ) cn•• l (E OOO ) CL^G/H) .
Discrete series i c
As stated in [14] In Table 1 we give a list of the nonRiemannian semisimple symmetric spaces of rank one. We have also included some more information about these spaces. It follows in particular that Question 1 of Section 2 is relevant only for some of the isotropic spaces. For this reason we now turn to the isotropic spaces.
The isotropic spaces are well studied, see for example Strichartz [18] for the R-hyperbolic spaces, Faraut [2] for the B-, ( and B-hyperbolic spaces and Kosters [ll] for the exceptional case. The only cases wich are not covered by these references are the simply connected covering spaces G^/H for the »-hyperbolic spaces with q = 1.
In Table 2 we describe for the isotropic spaces G/H the values of XCt* for which our discussion in Section 3 allow for the possibilityof having a discrete series for G/H. These parametervalues are easily related to the pararoetrization of the discrete series in the above references by comparring eigenvalues of the Casimir operator. This is also contained in We now turn to our discussion in Section 3. Elaborating on the results from Section 3 we want to answer Question 1° of Section 2, and at the same time we want to construct all K~-types of the representations T, , where \ may be arbitrary subject to conditions (2.2), (2.3) and (2.7), cf. Table 2 . In order to make our construction as simple and direct as possible, we want to do this without relying on the very explicit computations in [l8] , [2] and [ill or on the very deep results in Oshima-Matsuki [14] .
Before coming to our main theorem we need some remarks and some lemmaes. proof: For the ?-,(;-and B-hyperbolic spaces this lemma follows easily from For the exceptional case we look at (Spin(7) , G,» . As used before Spxn(7)/G^7 . But SU(4) is conta.ned in Spin (7) in such a way that already SU(4, acts transitively on S 7 with stabalxzer SU(3) . Therefore considerxng the G^bi-invarxante continuous functions on Spin (7) as G.-invariant functions on S . these for» a subset of the SU(3)-invariant functions on S 7 . Since (SU(4), SU(3» k nown to be a Gelfand pair it follows that so is (Spin(7), G;) . 
. 4J
•o <u o; 
• g w^ <oo<iyu^^£ this is equivalente to saying that E. is an irreducible li( g^,) -module. proof: Since b is one dimensional we can assume that b = »EX^-T(X^)) . From this we easily conclude that the stabilizer of X^ in M^ is M^flM^ . From Table 3, cf. also the proof of Lemma 4.5, it follows that W^/^0^ is a sphere. Clearly the trivial K-type is minimal. So far all these minimal K -types have a KflH-fixed vector. Now assume that u, = -2r+l<0 with r€H . This is only possible, cf. Table 1 for k€K" and b€B .
We shall not go into the explicit parametrization and description of the special functions on the groups K~ and M , which are involved in evaluating 
